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Abstract
The design of geosynthetic-reinforced and pile-supported (GRPS) embankments is traditionally optimized by searching for

the most cost-effective solution among several workable candidates. The candidates are usually based on experiences of

engineers, and the real optimal design could be therefore missed. This paper intends to address the above-mentioned issue

by systematically optimizing the design of GRPS embankments considering simultaneously the cost and the safety in the

entire design space. It is thus a multi-objective optimization (MOO) problem that differs from the studies only focusing on

minimizing the construction cost. A practical MOO procedure is proposed in this paper, and it is applied to an illustrative

GRPS embankment case. A set of nondominated optimal designs (Pareto front) are obtained at first, allowing an informed

design decision. Then, four candidates located on the Pareto front are highlighted. Each of them represents an attractive

design: the safest, the least-cost, the best trade-off (knee point) considering the two objectives, and the cheapest one for a

target safety requirement. Finally, the optimal design can be selected from these four candidates depending on specific

project purposes. For the case study, the knee point design leads to improvements in both the two defined objectives (i.e.,

decreased cost and increased safety) compared to the initial design, showing great benefits of performing a MOO analysis.

By using the procedure, the optimal designs are also efficiently determined for the cases of different embankment heights.

Keywords Cost reduction � Design optimization � Geosynthetic reinforcement � Pareto front � Piled embankment

Abbreviations
GRPS Geosynthetic-reinforced and pile-supported

MOO Multi-objective optimization

SOO Single-objective optimization

DS Design space

DMS Direct multi-search

QoI Quantity of interest

TOD Theoretically optimal design

POD Practically optimal design

GR Geosynthetic reinforcement

MCS Monte Carlo simulation

List of symbols

sx sy
� �

Pile spacing distance in the direction x (y)

JGR Stiffness of geosynthetic reinforcement

/em Friction angle of embankment fills

SFg Global safety factor

Cu Construction cost per square meter

Hem Embankment height

1 Introduction

Geosynthetic-reinforced and pile-supported (GRPS)

embankments are being increasingly employed for infras-

tructure projects, especially where soft soils are present.

For these structures, the embankment weight and surcharge

are partially applied on the top of piles via shearing

mechanisms and soil arching effects. The remaining loads

can be supported by one or more geosynthetic layers,
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which are placed on the pile top. Great attention was given

to accurately evaluating the performance of GRPS

embankments in terms of soil–geosynthetic interaction,

slope stability, and embankment settlements [33–36, 41];

[29, 32, 52]. However, the design optimization, involving

cost savings and design improvements, of these structures

was not widely investigated.

Typically, the optimization of geotechnical structures is

started by comparing several typical solutions, which are

selected based on engineers’ experiences [51]. Some new

designs can be added later, if necessary, through a trial–

error approach. This procedure suffers from subjective

choices so different engineers may lead to different opti-

mization results. In addition, it is extremely difficult to

create a candidate pool ensuring the sample diversity and

satisfying necessary constraints in this procedure, espe-

cially when there are several design parameters (e.g.,

GRPS embankments). Therefore, the determined solution

by this procedure is usually not the real optimal design.

Such a traditional optimization procedure can be

improved by using a sophisticated global optimization

method as shown in [19], [5, 18, 26, 39, 40, 50]. These

studies usually focus on optimizing one objective function,

such as minimizing the construction cost with the safety

requirements treated as constraints. For example, [44]

optimized the design of column-supported embankments

on soft soils by finding a least-cost design, which satisfies

safety requirements for both serviceability and ultimate

service states. [4] studied the impact of foundations and

soil flexibility on the topology optimization of piled

structures. A minimization of the piled structure under a

prescribed volume restriction was presented. Some works

[9, 43] also tried to simultaneously consider multiple

objectives (e.g., safety and economy) by using a single

global objective function, which is a weighted sum of

individual objectives. However, there are no standard rules

to determine the weighting coefficients, which have

important impacts on the optimization results. Therefore,

the application of this approach is only limited to cases

where the weighting coefficients can be rationally defined.

The present study intends to show a multi-objective

optimization (MOO) of GRPS embankments in which

different objective functions, related to the construction

cost, embankment differential settlements, and geosyn-

thetic tensions, are optimized simultaneously within the

entire design space (DS) with the aid of a MOO algorithm.

The parameters related to the pile spacing, geosynthetic

stiffness, and embankment soil quality are regarded as

design parameters. A set of nondominated designs can be

obtained in MOO by searching the points on the Pareto

front [6]. The design parameters are assumed to be con-

tinuous variables, as it is easier for implementing most of

the MOO techniques. Once the optimal design is identified

from the continuous-variable problem, the parameters’

values will be slightly modified to be practically feasible.

The solutions in the Pareto front are superior to all other

designs in the DS, and each of them shows one or several

attractive characteristics. In the Pareto front, a mathemat-

ically optimal solution exists, namely the knee point [24]. It

is considered as the best trade-off design, given that a small

improvement in either objective from this point will cause

a large deterioration of the other objectives. Alternatively,

engineers are allowed to choose other designs from the

Pareto front such as the safest design in the DS or the least-

cost design for a target safety performance. The advantage

of MOO over single-objective optimization (SOO) lies in

the fact that MOO can provide the optimal solution (knee

point) rationally considering different competitive objec-

tives as well as many other attractive candidates, which

enable informed decision making. Indeed, the Pareto front

of one MOO includes the solutions of different SOO

problems which consider different threshold values in the

constraints. To the best knowledge of authors, there are

only a few limited experiences of using MOO techniques to

optimize the design of pile-supported embankments in the

literature. The present study is thus among the first

attempts to optimize GRPS embankments by searching the

Pareto front subjected to contradictory objective functions.

The introduced MOO procedure and the obtained results

could be useful for practical applications.

Concerning the safety evaluation of GRPS embank-

ments, several analytical models were proposed in the last

decade [3], [7, 8, 10, 30, 31, 33, 37, 41, 42]. In this paper,

the one proposed by [31] is adopted as it is an efficient one

in estimating the embankment differential settlements and

geosynthetic tension. This is an attractive feature for the

analyses needing a large number (e.g., over thousands) of

simulations such as MOO analyses. It is noted that the

model was validated in [31] by comparison with 10 dif-

ferent GRPS embankment projects including full-scale test

results, field measurements, and numerical predictions. The

model was also coupled with several probabilistic analysis

methods to analyze the reliability and sensitivity of a GRPS

embankment [15, 38].

The structure of this paper is organized as follows:

Firstly, the employed methodologies are briefly presented,

including the analytical model for estimating the safety of

GRPS embankments and the direct multi-search-based

algorithm for determining the Pareto front. This part is

followed by a description of the proposed MOO procedure,

which consists of calculation models’ preparation, MOO

problem definition, Pareto front search, and optimal design

selection. Then, the procedure is applied to a GRPS

embankment case to show a complete optimization anal-

ysis step by step. The optimal designs for the embankment
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considering different heights are also determined effi-

ciently by using the proposed procedure.

2 Methodology

2.1 Design model of GRPS embankments

The evaluation of GRPS embankments is usually divided

into two steps. As a first step, the stress distribution or

arching is estimated without considering any geosynthetic

reinforcement. It results in vertical stresses on the pile cap

and soft subsoil in between. As a second step, the vertical

stress is applied to the geosynthetic reinforcement as an

external loading. The tensile forces in the geosynthetic and

the embankment differential settlements are then derived.

2.1.1 Arching calculation

The first step allows calculating the fill arching behavior by

using the Concentric Arches model as shown in Fig. 1a. As

a principle, this step divides the total vertical load into two

parts: the loading part which is directly transferred to the

piles by the arching effect (Pa
c), and the remaining portion

of the load distributed on the geosynthetic and the subsoil

(PR).

The remaining total load resting on the geosynthetic

reinforcement and subsoil by arching is determined

through the connection between 3D hemispheres and 2D

arches, as shown in Fig. 1a.

PR ¼ PGR þ Ps ¼ FGRsquare þ FGRstrips ð1Þ

where PR is the total load resting directly on the geosyn-

thetic and subsoil by arching effect, Ps is the load part

received by the subsoil that induces settlements, PGR is the

load part carried by the geosynthetic reinforcement,

FGRsquare is the total vertical load exerted by the 3D

hemispheres on the square subsurface, FGRstrips is the total

vertical load exerted by the 2D arches on the strip sub-

surface. The calculations of FGRsquare and FGRstrips can be

found in the paper of [8, 32, 42].

The loading part distributed to the pile caps directly by

arching effect is determined as follows:

Pa
c ¼ cemHem þ qsð Þ:sx:sy � FGRsquare þ FGRstrips

� �
ð2Þ

where cem represents the embankment unit weight, Hem is

the embankment height, qs is the surcharge, sx and sy are

the pile spacing in directions x and y, respectively. The

vertical stress (ras ) acting on the geosynthetic and subsoil

by arching effect is determined by:

ras ¼
PR

As

¼ FGRsquare þ FGRstrips

sx:sy � w2
p

ð3Þ

where wp is the pile cap width.

2.1.2 Deformation of the geosynthetic reinforcement

The second step focuses on the load–deflection calculation

of the geosynthetic reinforcement (GR), in which a specific

physical shape should be assumed (Fig. 1b). Pham [31]

presented the tensioned membrane theory for two physical

shapes of deformed geosynthetics, namely the circular and

parabolic models. It was worth noting that the difference in

prediction results between these two models is negligible.

In this study, the parabolic model is selected due to its

simplicity and convenience.

According to this analytical model, the maximum

geosynthetic deflection (Ymax) can be calculated by sim-

plified equation as follows:

a1 YmaxÞ3 þ a2ðYmaxÞ2 þ a3ðYmax

� �
þ a4 ¼ 0 ð4Þ

with

a1 ¼ 64.JGR þ 23.52Ks:ðs� wpÞ2

a2 ¼ 5:1KsBðs� wpÞ3 � 23.52ras :ðs� wpÞ2

a3 ¼ 5:1Aras ðs � wpÞ3 þ 0:51csðs� wpÞ3 þ 3Ks:ðs� wpÞ4

a4 ¼ �3ras :ðs� wpÞ4

where s ¼ sx ¼ sy for a squared pattern, JGR is the

geosynthetic tensile stiffness, Ks is the subgrade subsoil

reaction modulus that can be estimated by the ratio of the

elastic modulus (Esub) to the active depth (Dsub), cs is the

total cohesion at the upper and lower geosynthetic inter-

faces, A is defined as (aptanðupÞ) with ap and up being,

respectively, the frictional interaction coefficient and the

friction angle at the upper interface, and B is given by

(astanðusÞ) with as and us being, respectively, the fric-

tional interaction coefficient and the friction angle at the

lower interface. It should be noted that ras is estimated by

using Eq. (3). After solving Eq. (4), the maximum GR

deflection will be determined. Substituting that value of

Ymax in the following equation, we can find the maximum

GR tension.

Tmax ¼
ðs� wpÞ2 þ 7:84Y2

max

8Ymax

: ras � YmaxKs

� � ð5Þ

2.2 Multi-objective optimization method

Different optimization methods such as the genetic algo-

rithm, the particle swarm optimization and the colony
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optimization were extensively employed for solving a

variety of geotechnical problems. The applications in geo-

engineering include the design optimization, the training of

machine learning models for predicting soil/rock properties

[16, 22] or predicting geo-structure performances [46],

[12], [54], the estimation of the best distribution for a slope

safety factor considering input uncertainties [49], and the

calibration of constitutive models [2, 20, 21]. These

applications usually involve only one objective function in

the optimization with some constraints.

The present study concerns a multi-objective optimiza-

tion (MOO) problem, and the used algorithm is based on

the direct multi-search (DMS) [6] which is an extension of

the directional derivative-free methods from SOO to MOO.

The convergence of DMS to the true Pareto front was

analytically proved, and extensive application examples

have shown its capability of generating a relatively com-

plete Pareto front. The method involves an iterative process

to search nondominated points satisfying all bounds and

linear/nonlinear constraints.

a) Step 1: Arching calculation model (after Van Eekelen et al. 2013)

b) Step 2: Load-deflection calculation model (after Pham 2020b)

Fig. 1 Design model of GRPS embankments: a arching calculation model (step 1); b load–deflection calculation model (step 2)
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The algorithm adapted to practically perform the DMS

is briefly described as follows: Firstly, a set of points are

generated within their bounds using a quasi-random sam-

pling technique (e.g., Sobol or Latin hypercube). A point

means a possible combination of design parameters. By

checking the linear and nonlinear constraints, only the

feasible points are remained and constitute an initial can-

didate pool. Then, the algorithm continues to poll points for

each candidate from the pool to find a nondominant point.

The poll will be repeatedly extended by doubling the mesh

size in the successful directions until producing a domi-

nated point. It is followed by updating the candidate pool

according to the rank, volume, and distance of each point.

(These concepts are illustrated in Fig. 2 and will be

explained later). After that, the actions of poll and exten-

sion are repeated. The above-described iterative process is

stopped once the measures of dominating volume and

crowding distance are converged. Finally, a number of

points lying in the Pareto front are obtained. In the present

work, this algorithm is realized by using the function

‘paretosearch’ of MATLAB [27].

Figure 2 demonstrates the specific concepts of MOO

mentioned in the algorithm description by using some

samples in a 2-objectives function space with the 2

objectives to be minimized. In the left part of the figure,

sample F is referred to as dominated by B since B is better

than F concerning all the objective functions. However,

samples A, B, C, D, and E are considered as non-domi-

nated sets because no one can dominate others. Then, the

definition of rank is introduced. In the feasible space, rank

1 means the samples cannot be dominated by any other

samples. Rank 2 samples are only dominated by the ones of

rank 1. Other ranks are defined similarly. It is noted that the

rank of each sample should be updated during the iterative

process. In the figure’s right part, the Pareto front is plotted

and some points on this front are presented. The front

represents the frontier between the feasible and infeasible

spaces. For one individual sample on the front, it exists an

area in which all the samples are dominated by this one.

The surface of this area is the dominating volume of this

sample. As for the crowding distance of one sample, it is

simply the closest distance to its neighbors in the same

rank. Readers are referred to [6, 27] for more details about

this algorithm. It is adopted in the present study for solving

the MOO problem as this algorithm was analytically pre-

sented and numerically validated against many benchmark

examples. Other MOO methods are also available in the

literature, such as the different evolutionary algorithms

used in [23] for the design optimization of mechanically

stabilized earth retaining walls.

3 Employed optimization procedure

This section aims to give a detailed description of the

employed MOO procedure, which will be later applied to a

GRPS embankment. The modifications and adaptations

proposed in this paper, aiming to enable better applications

of MOO for practical geotechnical engineering, are also

presented and explained.

Figure 3 provides a flowchart of the procedure, which is

constituted by four principal steps. Firstly, some necessary

ingredients of a MOO are prepared. The quantities of

interest (QoI) to be optimized should be determined at first.

Usually, engineers need to minimize the construction cost

and maximize the safety level of the designed embank-

ment. The safety condition is commonly related to different

failure modes so different safety QoIs could be involved.

Then, one or several computational models are developed

to evaluate the selected QoIs, for example, the cost cal-

culation model and the settlement estimation model. In this

paper, the model presented in Sect. 2.1 is used to evaluate

the performance of a GRPS embankment, and a cost cal-

culation model will be proposed later. What comes next is

Fig. 2 Illustration of some MOO concepts in a 2-objective function

space

Fig. 3 Introduced MOO optimization procedure (QoI: quantity of

interest)
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to divide all the input parameters of the developed models

into two groups: design and fixed parameters. The first

group concerns all the parameters that will be varied in the

MOO to find the optimal design, while the latter gathers the

remaining parameters which will be fixed with their typical

values.

In the second step, the MOO problem is defined by

determining the following elements: objective functions,

design parameters’ bounds, and linear/nonlinear con-

straints. A constraint could be a limit of budget or a min-

imum requirement of safety QoI. The present study uses

continuous variables for the design parameters since it is

easier to implement most MOO methods. The finally

adopted design will be slightly modified to be practically

feasible.

After the MOO definition, step 3 is dedicated to solving

the defined MOO problem and finding a number of points

(designs) on the Pareto front [13, 47]. The algorithm

described in Sect. 2.2 is used to do so. These designs

cannot be dominated by any other designs and provide

abundant choices of the optimal design for engineers.

The last step further analyzes the Pareto-front points of

step 3 to determine the optimal design. It is proposed in the

present study to select several candidates at first and then

compare them according to engineers’ experiences,

imposed regulations, and other potentially influential fac-

tors. The candidates could include the knee point, the least-

cost design, the safest design, and the cheapest design

considering a higher safety requirement. The selected one

from these candidates is the theoretically optimal design

(TOD), which indicates an interesting region since its

neighbors are all attractive designs. The TOD should be

slightly modified by tuning some design parameters to be

feasible in practice. For example, it is better to consider an

increment of 0.1 m for the geometry-related parameters

(e.g., pile spacing distance) due to the construction accu-

racy. This leads to the practically optimal design (POD).

4 Optimization of a GRPS embankment

In this section, the MOO procedure of Fig. 3 is applied to

an illustrative GRPS embankment. Firstly, the case study is

presented. It is followed by defining the design parameters

and the MOO problem. Then, a cost calculation model is

developed. Finally, the optimization results are provided

and interpreted.

4.1 Description of the illustrative case study

The proposed case study is based on the GRPS embank-

ment reported by [25]. The reference embankment is 5.6 m

high and 120 m long with a crown width of 35 m. The fill

material consisted mainly of pulverized fuel ash with a

friction angle of 30� and an average unit weight of 18.5 kN/
m3.

The embankment was constructed on a foundation

supported by cast-in-place annulus concrete piles. The piles

are 10 m in length, and the pile tips penetrate a relatively

stiff sand layer. They were placed in a square pattern.

Above the pile head, a biaxial polypropylene layer was

placed. It was sandwiched between two 0.25-m-thick

gravel layers to form a 0.5-m-thick composite-reinforced

bearing layer. The tensile geosynthetic stiffness is equal to

1180 kN/m. Additionally, a surcharge of 10 kPa is applied

on the embankment surface to consider a usual traffic load.

For the sake of simplification, only a central part of the

embankment with 4 involved piles is considered (Fig. 4) to

be optimized and only vertical loads/displacements are

concerned in this study. Because rigid piles are assumed for

consideration, the failure modes related to piles can be

omitted.

4.2 Design parameters and other model
parameters

The method presented in Sect. 2.1 is used to create a

computational model for the embankment of Fig. 4. The

model is able to evaluate the embankment safety by giving

the differential settlements and GR tensions.

Table 1 shows a division of all the model parameters

into two categories: design parameters and fixed parame-

ters. The reference value of each parameter and the bounds

for the design parameters are also provided in the table.

Fig. 4 The embankment (a part) to be optimized
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Most of the reference values are taken from [25] with slight

modifications. Firstly, a constant embankment height of

5.6 m is considered. This parameter is usually predefined

according to the geographic conditions and different

transportation purposes of each project. Then, the subsoil

parameters are fixed since the intent is not to optimize the

materials that are already on site. As for the soil–geosyn-

thetics interaction parameters, they were proven to have

insignificant influences on the GRPS embankment perfor-

mances when varying within their physical ranges [31].

Therefore, these parameters are also treated as fixed

parameters by using their typical values. Moreover, the pile

dimension parameters (length and diameter) are considered

constant as well due to the assumption of rigid piles placed

on a rigid stratum.

As a result, five parameters have remained, which are

considered as design parameters in the MOO. The first two

(Sx and Sy) determine the pile spacing distance in two

orthogonal directions. The third one (JGR) is the stiffness of

the used GR and it determines which type of GR and how

many layers should be used. The last two are related to the

quality of the embankment fills: friction angle (/em) and

unit weight (cem). The quality can be improved by com-

pacting the fills or using better materials. These two

parameters (/em and cem) are not independent but posi-

tively correlated; an empirical relation as shown in the

footnote of Table 1 is used. Consequently, there are indeed

four parameters to be optimized.

4.3 Definition of the optimization problem

The MOO problem to be solved is defined in this sec-

tion. Two indicators, the maximum differential settlement

of the embankment and maximum tension in the GR, are

selected to represent the GRPS embankment safety.

Therefore, three objectives are involved and the MOO is

described as follows:

• Design parameters: Sx, Sy, JGR and /em

• Objectives: (1) minimizing the construction cost; (2)

minimizing the embankment differential settlement; (3)

minimizing the GR tension.

• Constraints: (1) bounds of the design parameters; (2)

construction cost is lower than the budget; (3) safe

embankment.

Such a description can be translated into a mathematical

formula as below:

Maximize SFg Xdð Þ and minimizeCu Xdð Þwith
SFg Xdð Þ[ 1

Cu Xdð Þ\Clim

lb\Xd\ub

8
><

>:

ð6Þ

where Xd is a vector of the four design parameters, SFg is a

global safety factor of the GRPS embankment, Cu repre-

sents the unit construction cost per square meter, Clim is the

budget, and lb ( ub) is the lower (upper) bound of Xd.

Table 1 Classification of all the model parameters into two categories

Parameters Value Bounds Unit

Fixed parameters Hem: embankment height 5.6 / m

qs: surface loading 10 / kPa

Esub: elastic modulus of subsoils 2.5 / MPa

Dsub: active depth of subsoils 10 / m

/p: friction angle at upper interface 30 / o

/s: friction angle at lower interface 10 / o

cs: cohesion at upper and lower interfaces 20 / kPa

ap : frictional interaction coefficient (upper) 0.8 / /

as : frictional interaction coefficient (lower) 0.6 / /

wp: width of pile cap 0.5 / m

Dp: pile diameter 0.4 / m

Hp: pile length (depth) 10 / m

Design parameters sx: pile spacing distance in the x direction 2 [1, 4] /

sy: pile spacing distance in the y direction 2 [1, 4] /

JGR: Geosynthetic stiffness 1500 [100, 5000] kN/m

/em: Friction angle of embankment 30 [30, 40] o

cem: Unit weight of embankment 18 /(1) kN/m3

(1) cem is not an independent variable, but related to /em through an empirical relation: Dcem ¼ 0:2 � D/em in which Dcem (D/em) represents the

change in the value of cem (/em)
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In this work, the budget Clim is assumed to be equal to

200 €/m2. A cost calculation model will be developed later

in the next section to estimate Cu with a given Xd. As for

the global safety factor (SFg) which unifies the two safety-

related indicators, its definition is given herein.

The tensile GR strength (RT ) is:

RT ¼ JGR � emax ð7Þ

where emax is the allowable strain in the GR. In this work,

emax is assumed to be equal to 0.05. Then, the individual

safety factors related to the failure mode of GR tension are

given as:

SFTx ¼ RT=Tmaxx ð8Þ

SFTy ¼ RT
�
Tmaxy ð9Þ

where Tmaxx (Tmaxy) is the maximum GR tension for the x

(y) direction.

The allowed differential settlement is determined by the

following expression [35, 36]:

DSx yð Þ ¼ min sx yð Þ � wp

� �
�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3 � emax

8

r" #

; 300mm

( )

ð10Þ

Accordingly, the allowed differential settlement for a

given project is generally lower than 300 mm. As an

illustration, if the pile spacing sx yð Þ is 2 m, pile cap width

wp is 1 m, the maximum allowed strain of geosynthetic

emax is 5%, and then,

sx yð Þ � wp

� �
�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3�emax

8

q
= 136\ 300 mm, meaning that the

allowed differential settlement in this case will be 136 mm

rather than 300 mm. It should be noted that the value of

300 mm is chosen in this study according to the recom-

mendation by standard [3], which is frequently utilized in

practice for the design of GRPS embankments.

The individual safety factors related to the failure mode

of the differential settlement are:

SFDx ¼ DSx=Ymaxx ð11Þ

SFDy ¼ DSy
�
Ymaxy ð12Þ

where Ymaxx (Ymaxy) is the max deflection in the GR for

the x (y) direction.

Finally, the global safety factor is given as:

SFg ¼ min SFTx; SFTy;SFDx; SFDy
� �

ð13Þ

Considering a single safety indicator allows simplifying

the original problem from a tri-objective optimization to a

bi-objective one. Such a simplification allows easier

interpretation and clearer illustration of the MOO results as

will be shown in Figs. 7 and 10.

In case there are more than two objectives to be opti-

mized, the presented procedure of Fig. 3 can still be

employed to search the Pareto front and determine the

optimal design. This is based on the fact that the basic

optimization algorithm of the introduced procedure was

validated by considering a large number of benchmark

optimization problems including those having 3 or 4

objective functions [6]. However, the Pareto front will be a

3D surface and a hyperplane in higher dimensions, which is

not intuitive to analyze and verify the optimization results.

This paper focuses on providing a practical and easy-to-use

solution for the optimization of GRPS embankments con-

sidering simultaneously the safety and the cost, so the two

safety-related indicators are combined into one single

objective. It could be interesting to carry out more inves-

tigations on the optimization of geotechnical engineering

involving more objectives such as the reliability and the

robustness [13] in future works.

4.4 Cost calculation model

This section describes the developed model for the calcu-

lation of unit construction cost (Cu). It should be pointed

out that the prices used in the following model are only for

illustrative purposes because they are sensitive to the pro-

ject location, construction site conditions, labor costs, and

local transportation costs. For practical projects, the

described model should be improved/modified by consid-

ering specific price information [51].

The ultimate objective of the developed model is to

estimate the unit cost (Cu) of a 4-pile geosynthetic-rein-

forced embankment considering varied Xd. The trans-

portation cost is ignored for a sake of simplicity. The Cu is

directly associated with the total cost (Ct) by the

embankment surface (sx � sy), and Ct consists of three

parts: cost of fill soils (Cem), cost of GR (CGR), and cost of

piles (Cp).

Ct ¼ Cem þ CGR þ Cp ð14Þ

4.4.1 Cost of fill soils

The next equation is used to estimate the Cem.

Cem ¼ sx � sy � Hem

� �
� cem

10
� uPem /emð Þ ð15Þ

where uPem /emð Þ represents the unit price of the

embankment fill material. It is expressed in €/ton so the cem
(kN/m3) is divided by 10. This unit price depends on the

material quality and can be estimated as follows:

uPem /emð Þ ¼ /em � /em base

� �
� aPem þ uPem base ð16Þ
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where /em base is the starting friction angle of the fill

material and uPem base represents its corresponding unit

price. aPem quantifies the increased ratio of the unit price

due to the friction angle increase. In this work, the /em base

and uPem base are assumed, respectively, to be equal to 30�
and 8 €/ton. It is also assumed that the material quality

increase is only due to the embankment compaction, so the

aPem is related to the labor cost of operating compaction

(vibratory) roller. In France, the minimum salary is around

10.25 €/h; a standard value of 12 €/h is then used in this

work. The time required to compact a squared-meter area

with 5.6 m height and get 1� of increase in /em is assumed

to be equal to 2 min. Therefore, the aPem is 0.4 €/ton/de-
gree. It is noted that using other fill materials, which are

well selected and controlled, can also lead to increased

/em. This condition was not considered in the calculation

of uPem /emð Þ and could be added, together with different

delivery costs, in the Cem estimation for a specific project

according to its practical constraints/conveniences.

4.4.2 Cost of GR

The cost of GR can be computed as:

CGR ¼ uPGR JGRð Þ � sx � sy
� �

ð17Þ

where uPGR JGRð Þ is the unit price of GR and can be esti-

mated by:

uPGR JGRð Þ ¼ JGR
JGR base

� uPGR base ð18Þ

where JGR base is the base GR stiffness value and

uPGR base represents its unit price. In this paper, the

JGR base is set as 100 kN/m, which is the minimum value

for the design parameter JGR. Then, the tensile GR strength

is 5 kN/m according to Eq. (7). For such a geotextile, the

unit price is varied between 0.5 and 1.5 €/m2. The

uPGR base is assumed to be equal to 1 €/m2 in this work.

There are two ways to increase the JGR: (1) Use another

type of GR such as a geogrid; (2) place more layers of the

geotextile. The second approach is adopted in this study, so

the GR unit price of different JGR can be approximated by

Eq. (18).

4.4.3 Cost of piles

The costs of piles are represented by the following

equation:

Cp ¼ 4� 1

4
� p� Dp

2


 �2

�Hp � uPc

 !

ð19Þ

where Hp and Dp are, respectively, the length and diameter

of the pile as explained in Table 1, and uPc is the unit price

of standard concrete. The price is varied between 80 and

130 €/m3 and uPc is set as 100 €/m3 in this work. There are

four piles concerned in the area of interest, and only a

quarter of each pile is covered by the 4-piles embankment.

4.5 Optimization results

This section presents the obtained results for the MOO

problem defined in Sect. 4.2. Firstly, several points located

on the Pareto front are found using the algorithm of

Sect. 2.2. Then, several candidates are selected from these

points. Finally, the theoretically and practically optimal

designs are determined. In this work, the MOO algorithm is

asked to find 200 points on the Pareto front, and a tolerance

error of 1 9 10–6 is used to stop the iterative process [27].

4.5.1 Pareto front

Figure 5 plots the determined 200 points of the Pareto front

in a two-objective function space defined by the unit cost

(Cu) and the global safety factor (SFg). Each point corre-

sponds to a possible design of rank 1, meaning that it

cannot be dominated by any other designs. It is observed

that all the points are limited by the space of a SFg varying

within [1, 2.2] and a Cu between 100 and 200 €/m2. This

shows the bounds of the two objectives under the current

constraints.

In fact, each point in Fig. 5 represents the solution of an

SOO problem. It can be understood as either the safest

design with a given budget or the cheapest design with a

target safety factor. Pareto front collects these solutions,

which therefore can provide more information than an

SOO.

Fig. 5 Two hundred points in the Pareto front for the considered

MOO problem
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For a purpose of illustrating how the Pareto front rep-

resents a part of the frontier between feasible and infeasible

regions, crude Monte Carlo Simulations (MCS) are per-

formed, which are widely used in reliability analyses and

uncertainty quantifications [14, 28, 48]. The idea is to

evaluate a large number of possible designs considering the

bounded design parameters and plot them in the two-ob-

jective function space together with the obtained Pareto

front. Three MCSs are conducted with three sample sizes:

1 9 104, 1 9 105, and 1 9 106, which permits to show the

convergence of the feasible region boundaries. The random

samples in the performed MCSs are generated by using the

Latin Hypercube Sampling method [17].

Figure 6 presents the results of the three MCSs and the

200 points of the Pareto front. The green solid points are

obtained in the context of MCS, and they represent nearly

all the possible designs. This figure confirms that the

obtained 200 points are effective; they can be considered to

be located on the Pareto front since no design can dominate

them. Also, it can be observed that the Pareto front divides

the space into feasible and infeasible regions. It is noted

that such a comparison using MCS is not necessary for a

MOO. It is carried out here just for a purpose of better

explaining the Pareto front.

Figure 7 further classifies all the feasible designs into

different categories: over-budget, unsafe, and accept-

able designs. The first category involves the designs having

a Cu higher than 200 €/m2. The second one collects all the

designs leading to an unsafe embankment (SFg\1). The

remaining designs (third category) are all acceptable con-

sidering the imposed constraints. Within the third category,

closer to the Pareto front better the design is, given that

either the cost is reduced, or the safety is increased, or both

the objectives are improved.

4.5.2 Candidates for the optimal design

Following the identification of 200 points on the Pareto

front, this section intends to select several candidates for

the optimal design from these points. As mentioned above,

the Pareto front provides a set of non-dominated designs

and each point on this front could be interesting from an

optimization viewpoint. It can then be judged by designers/

engineers based on their experiences and subject to dif-

ferent purposes to find the optimal design.

The present study highlights 4 candidates from the

available Pareto front points as shown in Fig. 8. Their

descriptions are given as follows.

• Point A (safest design): it is associated with the highest

SFg, and thus, the safest embankment that can be

reached under the current budget. However, there is no

reduction in the construction cost; the maximum

allowable cost should be consumed. This design is

Fig. 6 The determined Pareto front and other possible designs

considering three sample sizes

Fig. 7 Classification of the possible designs into different zones

Fig. 8 Four candidates for the optimal design from the Pareto front
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appropriate for the projects having enough funds and

higher performance requirements,

• Point B (least-cost design): it is the least-cost design

among the acceptable designs with a SFg being slightly

higher than 1. Usually, it is preferred to have some

margins compared to failures to take into account

model errors and parameter uncertainties. Therefore,

this design is generally not a preferred one, but

identifying it still provides some useful information,

• Point C (Knee point): this design is the best trade-off

between the two conflicting objectives, so is the

solution of optimal design for the MOO without any

subjective assumptions/preferences. It is characterized

by the fact that a small improvement in either objective

will cause a large deterioration in the others. In this

paper, the knee point is located by using the algorithm

introduced in [1, 13].

• Point D (cheapest design for a target SFg): it is an

improved version of the design B by increasing the

required SFg from 1 to 1.5. This design is then the least

cost one among the designs satisfying SFg[1.5. The

value of 1.5 is adopted since it is commonly used in

design codes to define the minimum safety factor;

practitioners are free to modify this value according to

different purposes and codes (e.g., Eurocodes 7 [11]).

Figure 8 also presents the parameters’ values of the four

designs. The optimal value of sx is extremely close to the sy
one, indicating that a square pattern of piles is obtained, for

all 4 designs. This is not surprising as there are no different

constraints or objectives applied in the two directions in the

considered MOO problem. It is also observed that the pile

spacing values and GR stiffness parameters are varied

among the four designs, but /em is almost constant. The

latter can be explained by a sensitivity analysis, which

investigates the effects of the design parameters on the two

objective functions (SFg and Cu), as presented in Fig. 9.

Figure 9 presents the evolution of the two objective

functions induced by varying each design parameter in its

physical range defined by the bound values in Table 1 (e.g.,

JGR is varied between 1000 and 5000 kN/m). The consid-

ered physical values are then normalized in this figure, in

order to allow a cross-comparison among different design

parameters. The results reveal that the effects of the pile

spacing distance (sx and sy) are nonlinear for both SFg and

Cu, while the ones of /em are both linear. As for JGR, its

variation leads to linear changes in Cu but a nonlinear

evolution of SFg. It is interesting to note that increasing

/em results in slight improvements of SFg and the induced

increase ratio in SFg is lower than the one in Cu for the

entire varying range. Therefore, using a higher /em has

insignificant benefits for improving the studied embank-

ment. On the contrary, increasing the other design

parameters shows clear favorable effects on the design

improvement at least at the beginning of the varying range.

4.5.3 Finally adopted design

After selecting four candidates from the Pareto front, what

comes next is to compare them and determine the optimal

design. Table 2 gives a summary of the 4 candidates in

terms of the values of the two objective functions and the

two embankment safety indicators (max tension and max

deflection). The results of the initial design, which are

based on the reference values of all the parameters

(Table 1), are also presented for comparison.

As commented earlier, design A leads to the highest SFg

but requires the full budget, while design B can largely

save the cost but only have a SFg of 1.002. Then, it is found

that the embankment safety could be increased, and the

cost could be simultaneously decreased by using design C

instead of the initial design. This shows the great advan-

tages of performing a MOO analysis. Design D is

Fig. 9 Effects of the design parameters on the two objective functions

Table 2 Model results for the four candidates and the initial design

Design Objectives Model results

SFg Cu(€/
m2)

Tmax(3)

(kN/m)

SFT
(4) Ymax(5)

(mm)

SFD
(6)

A(1) 2.199 199.1 52.7 4.451 52.1 2.199

B(1) 1.001 101.3 61.8 1.024 299.8 1.001

C(1) 1.384 117.8 64.3 1.384 202.9 1.388

D(1) 1.502 130.1 78.4 1.790 175.8 1.502

Initial(2) 1.356 127.1 52.1 1.439 151.5 1.356

(1) Refer to Fig. 8; (2) refers to the design defined in Table 1; (3)

Tmax ¼ maxðTmaxx;TmaxyÞ; (4) SFT ¼ minðSFTx; SFTyÞ; (5)

Ymax ¼ maxðYmaxx; YmaxyÞ; (6)SFD ¼ minðSFDx; SFDyÞ
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interesting as well, since the SFg is increased from 1.36 to

1.50 with only a 3 €/m2 in addition compared to the initial

one.

The theoretically optimal design (TOD) could be

selected from the four candidates of Fig. 8 or even from

other designs on the Pareto front. For example, the samples

around the knee point are all interesting for decision-

making. The final choice depends on the engineers’ judg-

ment and the project’s purpose. This paper selects design D

as the TOD. Then, it is required to slightly modify the

selected TOD in order to be practically feasible, given that

many design parameters are discrete variables. Specifi-

cally, the increment should be 0.1 m and 100 kN/m for,

respectively, the pile spacing distance and the GR stiffness.

Table 3 presents the finally adopted practically optimal

design by tuning the design parameters.

5 Design optimization considering different
embankment heights

For a road project, the embankment height could be varied,

given that different geographic/geological conditions will

be crossed. It is thus interesting to optimize the design

considering different heights (Hem). This section considers

four complementary cases with the Hem being, respec-

tively, 2, 3, 4, and 5 m. For each case, a MOO following

the procedure of Fig. 3 is carried out. The primary aim lies

in showing how different optimal designs can be efficiently

determined for a project needing to consider the GRPS

embankments with varied heights. It is noted that the cost

of compacting a lower embankment should be decreased.

Such reduced cost is determined by assuming it to be

proportional to the embankment height.

5.1 Pareto front and knee point

Figure 10 presents a comparison of the four complemen-

tary cases with the reference one (Hem=5.6 m) by plotting

their Pareto fronts in the two-objective function space. It

reveals that the Pareto front is moved toward the area of

lower cost and higher safety by decreasing the Hem. For a

2-m-high GRPS embankment, the highest SFg can be

reached under the current budget is about 4.8.

The knee point of each Pareto front is also identified in

the figure. Such point is located on the area where the front

is significantly curved and convex to the ideal-design

region characterized by lower Cu and higher SFg. At the

left of the knee points, the Cu will be dramatically

increased but the SFg is moderately improved. At their

right, the Cu could be slightly reduced, but the SFg is

significantly decreased. Therefore, they represent the best

balance between the two objectives.

Table 4 presents the knee-point designs of the five cases

by giving their design parameters and objective functions.

The results indicate that the pile spacing distance of around

2.7 m is ideal for reaching the best trade-off design of each

case as the values of sx (or sy) are only varied between 2.6

and 2.8 m in the table. The obtained JGR varies

Table 3 The theoretically and practically optimal design of the ref-

erence embankment

Optimal

design

Design parameters Objective

functions

sx(m) sy(m) JGR(kN/
m)

/em(
o) SFg Cu(€/

m2)

Theoretically 2.430 2.419 2805 30 1.502 130.1

Practically 2.5 2.5 2900 30 1.510 129.7

Fig. 10 The Pareto front and knee point for the embankments of

different heights

Table 4 Design parameters of the knee point for the embankments of

different heights

Embankment

height (m)

Design parameters(1) Objective

functions

sx(m) sy(m) JGR(kN/
m)

/em(
o) SFg Cu(€/

m2)

2 2.7 2.7 800 40 2.83 62.95

3 2.8 2.8 1000 30 1.92 69.23

4 2.7 2.7 1300 30 1.66 87.84

5 2.7 2.7 1800 30 1.49 107.24

5.6 2.6 2.6 1800 30 1.38 117.23

(1) The values presented here are the ones after tuning in order to be

practically feasible as some parameters are discrete variables
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significantly with different embankment heights, while the

/em is constant at 30� except when Hem equals to 2 m. The

latter means that the benefits of increasing /em (i.e., com-

pacting fills) are no longer negligible for a lower

embankment (e.g., Hem=2 m). By determining the knee

point via MOO, one can always find the design leading to a

larger SFg and lower Cu compared to a higher

embankment.

5.2 Minimum costs considering different target
SFg values

As said before, a Pareto front of MOO includes the results

of many SOO analyses considering different constraints.

Therefore, the results presented in Fig. 10 also allow

knowing the minimum cost of each embankment case for a

target SFg, which could be 1.5 or other values depending

on the uncertainty level of the input parameters and the

confidence in the computational model.

Figure 11 shows the minimum cost of the five

embankment cases for three targets SFg values (1.2, 1.5,

and 1.8). Considering a typical SFg of 1.5, the required cost

is about 43 €/m2 for a 2-m-high embankment, and it is

increased to around 130 €/m2 if the height is 5.6 m. As for

the cases of a given height, it is not surprising to observe

that the cost is increased by searching for a higher SFg.

However, such cost increase is significantly different for

different heights. The minimum cost is only increased by 1

€/m2 if the target SFg is 1.8 instead of 1.5 for Hem=2 m,

while around 35 €/m2 should be added for Hem=5.6 m if

the target SFg is increased from 1.5 to 1.8.

As an example, Table 5 presents the design parameters

of these least-cost designs for the cases of Hem being 3 and

5.6 m. The determined /em is always 30� because of the

negligible benefits of increasing /em in its entire varying

range as explained before and evidenced in Fig. 9. For the

3-m-high embankment, either the pile spacing distance is

reduced or the JGR is increased (insignificantly) to reach a

higher target SFg. Only 8 €/m2 is needed to improve the

embankment safety from SFg=1.2 to SFg=1.8. Concerning

the 5.6-m-high embankment, the JGR should be largely

increased and the pile spacing distance should be reduced

simultaneously if the target SFg is increased. The com-

plementary investment is about 55 €/m2 for increasing the

SFg from 1.2 to 1.8. It is noted that these results/findings

are sensitive to the employed cost calculation model, which

should be created with local price information for a prac-

tical specific project.

Considering different target SFg values is similar to

vary the threshold performance values of MOO. For

example, a higher target SFg or a smaller DSx yð Þ (allowed

differential settlement) will both lead to a higher cost if one

seeks for the least-cost design. For the case with different

target SFg values, one can directly find the four candidates

from the already existing Pareto front. This shows the

advantages of MOO over SOO as the former is more

Fig. 11 Minimum cost of each embankment case considering

different target SFg values

Table 5 Least-cost designs considering different target SFg values and the corresponding design parameters (examples for Hem of 3 m and

5.6 m)

Embankment height (m) Target SFg Design parameters(1) Minimum cost (€/m2)

sx(m) sy(m) JGR(kN/m) /em(
o)

3 1.2 4 4 700 30 58.05

1.5 4 4 900 30 60.05

1.8 3 3 900 30 66.16

5.6 1.2 3 3 1500 30 109.6

1.5 2.5 2.5 2900 30 129.75

1.8 1.8 1.8 4500 30 164.43

Similar to Table 4, the values presented here are the ones after tuning
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informative. However, a new MOO analysis needs to be

performed when the threshold performance values (e.g.,

allowed strain and settlement) are changed, because the

shape of the Pareto front will not be the same. By following

the procedure of Fig. 3 and setting different threshold

values, the four candidates can be found and the optimal

design can be determined, which allow to know the mini-

mum cost.

5.3 Discussions on computational efficiency

Performing an optimization analysis usually requires

expensive computational efforts as a large number of

model evaluations should be carried out in order to find the

global optimal solution.

The present study addresses this issue by using an effi-

cient computational model, as also highlighted in a prob-

abilistic analysis of GRPS embankments [15]. For the

MOOs conducted in Sects. 4 and 5, thousands of simula-

tions are needed for each case, while the total computa-

tional time is less than 20 min. This shows great interest

for practical engineering as quickly providing a variety of

results, including best trade-off designs and minimum costs

for a target safety requirement, is useful for a preliminary

design stage. Performing multiple MOO analyses by

varying, for example, the embankment height is thus pos-

sible within a reasonable calculation time.

For the computational models needing several minutes

or several hours to finish one single simulation, direct

application of most MOO algorithms is no longer desirable.

For example, running a model of 10 min for 1000 times

requires nearly 7 days. A possible solution to this problem

is to use a surrogate model to replace the original one as

did in [45], [5, 14, 53].

6 Conclusions

This paper introduces a multi-objective optimization

(MOO) to the design of GRPS embankments. An algorithm

based on the direct multi-search is used to practically

perform MOO. It allows finding a number of points (de-

signs) that are located on the Pareto front. These designs

are all competitive to be the optimal design by compre-

hensively considering each objective function. A MOO

analysis procedure is proposed in this study in which the

algorithm is combined with an efficient computational

model, four interesting design candidates are highlighted,

and the concept of theoretically/practically optimal design

is introduced.

The procedure is applied to an illustrative GRPS

embankment case. Two hundred points on the Pareto front

(frontier between feasible and infeasible designs) are

determined, leading to the identification of four candidates:

the safest design under the current budget, the least-cost

design for a safe embankment, the best trade-off design

(knee point) considering conflicting objectives, and the

cheapest design for a target safety factor of 1.5. By

selecting the knee point design, the two objectives are both

improved (i.e., higher SFg and lower Cu) compared to the

initial design for the case study. Additionally, different

optimal designs are efficiently obtained by using the pro-

cedure for the embankments with different heights, which

could be encountered in a project crossing different geo-

graphic/geological conditions. The provided results allow

engineers to have a quick idea of the best trade-off designs

and the minimum costs for any given target safety

requirement.

For a practical application of the procedure, the cost

calculation model of Sect. 4.3 should be improved by

surveying the assumptions made for the sake of simplicity

and by considering the local price information related to

construction materials, transportations, labors, and

excavations.
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